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	Databases DeMYSTiFieD, 2nd Edition, 9780071747998 (0071747990), McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learning DATABASE fundamentals just got a whole lot EASIER!


	Now you can design, build, and manage a fully functional database with ease. Thoroughly updated to cover the latest technologies and techniques, Databases Demystified, Second Edition gives you the hands-on help you need to get started.


	Written in a step-by-step format, this practical guide covers methods that can be used with any database, including Microsoft Access, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle. You'll learn about relational database components, database queries, SQL, the database life cycle, logical database design using normalization, and physical database design. Data and process modeling, database security, Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), and XML are also covered. Detailed examples and concise explanations make it easy to understand the material, and end-of-chapter quizzes and a final exam help reinforce learning.


	It's a no-brainer! You'll find out how to:

	
		Create and run database queries using the forms-based query tool in Microsoft Access
	
		Write SQL statements and queries
	
		Use entity relationship diagrams (ERDs) for data modeling
	
		Design physical tables
	
		Connect databases to users, computer systems, and applications
	
		Secure database data
	
		Handle cursor processing, transaction management, and performance tuning
	
		Integrate XML documents and objects into databases



	Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an advanced student, Databases Demystified, Second Edition is your self-paced guide to learning universal database concepts.
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Developing with Google+O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Would you like to integrate Google+ with an existing website, or build your own social application on the platform? Developing with Google+ takes you on a tour of the Google+ APIs, with lots of concrete examples and hands-on projects. You’ll learn how to take advantage of Google+ social plug-ins, communicate...



		

Probability: With Applications and RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		An introduction to probability at the undergraduate level

	
		Chance and randomness are encountered on a daily basis. Authored by a highly qualified professor in the field, Probability: With Applications and R delves into the theories and applications essential to obtaining a thorough understanding of probability.
...


		

Theory and Applications of Multi-Tethers in Space (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		
			
				This book offers a comprehensive overview of recently developed space multi-tethers, such as maneuverable space tethered nets and space tethered formation. For each application, it provides detailed derivatives to describe and analyze the mathematical model of the system, and then discusses the design and proof of...







	

The Unified Process Transition and Production Phases : Best Practices in Implementing the UPCMP Books, 2001
Is the Unified Process the be all and end all standard for developing object-oriented component-based software? This book is the final in a four volume series that presents a critical review of the Unified Process. The authors present a survey of the alte

This book, the last in a four-volume series, offers a critical review of the UP and...

		

Financial Accounting: An Introduction (5th Edition)Pearson Education, 2010

	Financial Accounting: an Introduction is aimed at first-level undergraduates on business studies degrees taking introductory financial accounting classes; first-level specialist accounting undergraduate students; introductory core accounting for MBA and postgraduate specialist Masters students (e.g. finance, actuarial studies),...


		

Reading Breath in Literature (Palgrave Studies in Literature, Science and Medicine)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This open access book presents five different approaches to reading breath in literature, in response to texts from a range of historical, geographical and cultural environments. Breath, for all its ubiquity in literary texts, has received little attention as a transhistorical literary device. Drawing together scholars of Medieval...
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